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With Rheia, superior design, higher quality parts, and a better overall system 
gains builder’s higher HERS ratings for about the same total costs as 
conventional HVAC systems. Rheia’s quality helps build your quality.

HVAC ISSUES
Rheia is the first fully engineered air distribution system 
for the homebuilding industry, from design intent through 
installed performance. Rheia delivers comfort, quality, and 
reliability, while streamlining the construction process.

Escalating comfort callbacks 

Increasingly strict energy codes 

Supply chain disruptions 

Increasing cycle time per home  

Construction schedule creep  

Complex coordination among trades 

Limited skilled HVAC labor 

Unsafe jobsite conditions 

Expensive jobsite waste 

Gap between design intent and 

system performance  

Only limited improvements possible 
with conventional materials

RHEIA SOLUTIONS

Comfort 
Control comfort in every home by matching design data 
with installed performance using Rheia Verify mobile app 
for commissioning 

Less than 2.5° temperature change from first floor to 
second floor 

Surpasses Energy Star duct leakage requirements

Quality and Reliability 
Rheia component parts are engineered for quiet, 
consistent airflow 

All component parts are manufactured from highly 
durable thermoplastic via injection molding for quality 
and precision-fit 

Connector components meet industry standards (UL 94 
V-0 material; UL 2043 and UL 181C certified)

Process Improvement 
Locates all equipment and ducts in conditioned spaces 
efficiently and with pleasing aesthetics 

Dedicated procurement system for ease of purchasing all 
components 

Reduces HVAC installation time by 25-50% per home 

Avoids attic installations for improved jobsite safety and 
long-term equipment performance 

Limited number of small, lightweight components for 
easy handling and less waste 

Snap-fit and twist-fit connections are nearly leak-free; 
no tape or mastic needed 

Rheia Verify mobile app ensures correct commissioning 
for every home



RHEIA SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Simpler to design, easier to specify, and faster to install, Rheia uses high-quality, 

engineered components for controlled, consistent comfort. Everything with 
Rheia is located within the home’s conditioned space. 

Supply runs: route easily through interior walls, 
ceilings, and floor cavities 

3” supply ducts: small diameter in uniform size 
enables fine-tuned supply to each room 

Manifold: engineered designs provide even air 
distribution and easy fabrication 

Air handler: locate in mechanical closet and 
right-size the equipment per plan 

Thermoplastic component parts:  all 
streamlined by design to deliver quiet, 
consistent airflow at low static pressure. 
Ferrule, elbow, coupler, boots, take-offs, and 
diffusers snap-fit or twist-fit together for nearly 
airtight seals without tape or mastic 

Return system: research shows a simple one- 
or two-point return system produces 
satisfactory airflows

A well-designed integration process includes training and support to help builders and 
contractors successfully incorporate Rheia into their ongoing construction processes.

Rheia plans for your success

Program kick-off Select target home plans 
Conduct training for Rheia Manage database

Plan review Evaluate structural integration challenges and propose solutions 
Generate preliminary cost analysis and construction schedule

Architectural 
integration

Develop framing and structural integration drawings 
Develop mechanicals plan package 
Review Rheia system to local code official

HVAC design HVAC designer develops designs for initial pilot/ production homes 
Present HVAC design and final costs

Pilot home kick-off Engage Rheia Field Implementation Team  
Refine and finalize construction schedule

HVAC Installation Conduct training and best practices for installation crews 
Conduct training for Rheia Verify mobile app prior to commissioning

Pilot home debrief Review feedback with builder and HVAC contractor 
Integrate improvements into production processes

Production roll out Engage with production planning team and establish distribution plan
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